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Abstract—Learning paths drive learners to proficiency by using a selected sequence of training activities under time constraints. Therefore, learners can regulate learning and give feedback for pedagogy improvements. Studying learning path evaluation provides a useful conceptual reference to enhance pedagogically. This paper proposes an approach based on the Plan-Do-Check-Act improvement cycle to systematically evaluate learning paths in learning management systems. The framework is a valuable resource that consolidates existing practices in learning management evaluation. Our approach integrates learning styles, learning profile, along with cognitive activities. The proposed framework was compared with current learning path methods. Results were competitive compared with related works.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A learning management system (LMS) provides functions of course creation tools, tracking, assessment, collaboration, and reporting to learners and administrators. An LMS provides content managers with the tools to create learning paths for specific course outcome. A learning path is a guided set of educational activities that aim to increase learner proficiency; thus, it is considered an organizational asset. A learning path should consider the current learner skillset, the required job skills, and the future learner skillset to fulfill his career goals.

A useful LMS should provide facilities to create and track the learning paths of prospective employees. Therefore, it aligns job skillset with resources; consequently, the organization LMS value is increased. However, building a learning path without taking personal preferences, cognitive activities, and learning style into consideration could lead to improper resources required to carry out the LMS project tasks. Without considering the overall value of the learning path to an organization, the learning path assessments remain provisional. Therefore, a non-achieved course or a seminar outcome could lead to organization goal failure.

Although there are many works on learning path creation and optimization [1]–[4], little work exists on learning path evaluation from the viewpoint of teachers. An assessed learning item of a learning path provides little feedback on current courses content or course items sequence. Therefore, the problem learning path evaluation is seen as a personal activity of learners, leaving the teacher assessment out of scope.

In practice, a learning path evaluation process should consider multidimensional data including learning profile, preferences, and behavior actions. A useful learning profile helps learner strive to be inquirers, knowledgeable, communicators and reflective. Learner preferences are based on their expected learning targets, timeframes, and budget constraints. Behavior actions include history and log files, learner recommendation, and learner usability records of an LMS.

We claim that enhancing pedagogy is affected by Porter’s five forces [5] in the context of e-learning systems. The competitive rivalry of other active learning paths; the threat of adding extra, unrelated, or improper learning items sequences; the threat of substituting new learning seminars; and the bargaining power between learner and the instructor.

This paper applies Deming’s plan-do-check-act (PDCA) cycle [6] (as shown in Fig. 1) to improve and evaluate the learning paths of LMSs. At the planning phase, the course outcomes are linked to a set of processes toward creating new or improved course content. Then the set of activities in the planning phase is executed in the “do” phase. The “check” phase evaluates the learning path based on available data. Consequently, the “act” phase fixes issues and recommends actions that need human involvement. The PDCA iterates until satisfaction determined by the evaluator. Table 1 shows a list of the PDCA actions under PDCA phase. In each phase of the PDCA, a set of actions is proposed that systematically combine learning profile, the existing log file of LMS, and learning styles. Therefore, the statistics of learners and teachers are combined.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 summarizes related work. Section 3 explains the proposed model, while Section 4 evaluates the proposed model. Section 5 provides conclusions and future research.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Learning Management System Evaluation

In the market, there are more than 300 active LMSs that provide basic features like content options, course creation tools, assessments, collaboration, reporting, and skill tracking. Many LMSs provide mobile learning, certification management, gamification, and social learning. One major feature of an LMS is the Shareable Content Object Reference Model (SCORM). SCORM defines a way of constructing training content so it can be shared with other SCORM compliant systems. LMSs can be in three main categories: content preparation systems like Moodle and Blackboard; corporate training systems like Litmos, and Zoho recruit; and school management systems like Edmodo, and Schoology. A useful LMS should be scalable, user-friendly with simple reporting features. The progress tracking and evaluation of learning goals ensure effective pedagogy.

There are many approaches to evaluate LMSs. Gartner uses a data-driven approach known as the magic quadrant. The quadrant has two dimensions the capability and value. The capability focuses on an LMS capability such as functionality and system integration while the value provides dimensions of satisfaction and market price [7][8]. The quadrant dimension identifies learners, masters, pacemakers, and contenders.

The adoption of an LMS has been further studied [9] to identify technology and pedagogy effect on the learning process. The study identified a lack of development in LMS usage and pedagogy. The predictors of behavioral intention to use an LMS are identified as perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, enjoyment, subjective norm, satisfaction, and interactivity and control with the validated structural model [10]. Author in [11] identified that tracking, deficiency of audit trail, and insufficient reporting are the main gaps in current LMS systems.

The adoption of an LMS depends on technology, system usefulness, and organizational constraints. Technology issues such perceived use and usefulness are the main factors in an LMS adoption [12]. However one of the most widely used models, the technology acceptance model (TAM) and its variants are problematic with conflicting results [12]. A unified theory of acceptance and use of technology (UTAUT) model was proposed to handle the limitation of a single technology model [13].

Other approaches try to evaluate an LMS system from the utility function. The reference [14] handled the satisfaction and usability factors of LMS using the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) approach to determine satisfaction factors (accuracy, timeless, ease of use and format). They found that the design of an LMS interface will enrich the effectiveness of pedagogy. They identified interface problems with their root cause using the ISO 9241-11 model [15]. Other approaches evaluate the usability of software, in general, using software comments [16], [17]. Teachers believe that an LMS is useful in communication and improving learning while students barely believe that an LMS usage improves teaching [18]. Therefore, organizational support is needed to provide pedagogy. Reported results support the hypotheses that organizational support plays a primary role in enhancing the faculty’s LMS self-efficacy and technical support [19].

B. Learning Styles

Learning styles provide common ways of learning. Some people prefer using pictures while others prefer to use music. VARK is one of the leading models of learning styles that refers to the learning styles: visual, auditory, reading/writing preference, and kinesthetic [20]. A right LMS should provide cognitive and self-directing skills [4]. Personality evaluation could be used for guiding the students according to their preferences [21]. There is a direct relationship between learning styles and personality traits [21]. The reference [22] proposed a neural network model to detect learning styles. The reference [23] focused on recommending learning contents with an adaptive user interface. The course interface was changed using the Felder-Silverman Learning Style Model (FSLSM) model and generic adaptive rules.

C. Learning Paths

One possible way to evaluate the learning path is by using a checklist guide. System reports about collected data of learner activities of keystrokes and mouse clicks is another approach. However, other approaches are based on previous knowledge

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plan</td>
<td>develop a learner personnel profile identify the learning style apply cognitive activities process LMS repository datasets acquire organization assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do</td>
<td>the previous step is enacted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check</td>
<td>course objectives coverage sequencing of learning activities course learning and practice time relationship or synthesis within learning provided by other sources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Act</td>
<td>extend or improve course objectives alter sequencing of learning activities modify required practice time address learning of knowledge within the tasks or activities of learning path identify gaps in the learning process compared with other sources.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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and log file of online activities [1]; therefore, the seminar taken adequately by learner interacts with individual preference [1]. The reference [2] proposed a genetic algorithm to sequence learning path based on learner preferences. Learning analytics provides tools for collecting analyzing data about learners to optimize learning. The learning processes could be understood and managed using learning analytics approach [3]. Therefore, learner preferred learning modes and modality preferences influence their learning and capabilities. The preferred learning modes should be matched with an appropriate learning path.

III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

Learners can self-regulate their learning based on cognitive and behavioral dimensions. However, learners are influenced by external factors of seminar content style (teacher style) compared to his (internal) learning style. Therefore, the proposed model takes into consideration the learner style and his profile.

Fig. 2 depicts the proposed model. The model is composed of two significant steps the “plan-do” and “check-act” of the learner path cycle. The “develop profile” process captures information from the LMS repository including previous courses taken, learner actions, and the LMS user behavior. The process also is subject to organizational process assets that could be part of the LMS. Organizational process assets include policies, procedures, learning process, lesson learned, and other knowledge that is deemed appropriate for the organization such as an HR system.

Therefore, taking the learning outcome as the critical part of the learning path evaluation, then we express the learning path effectiveness as shown in equation (1).

\[
\text{Effectiveness} = \frac{\sum \text{weight}_i \cdot \text{Acc}^i}{\sum \text{weight}_i}
\]

The second process, “identify learning style”, is crucial to pedagogy and an active learning path. Learners should be comfortable with learning contents that matches with their cognitive abilities. In this process, using available learning styles such as VARK and FSLSM, the learner should be categorized to his preferred content. For example, a visual learner style implicates the need for visual course contents. Visual learning retains twice as much information as those in the auditory condition [24]. The identification of a leaner style is affected by factors such as organization, cognitive abilities, and technical constraints [25]. Several lite tests should be carried out to identify the learner style.

The primary critical step of the proposed framework is the “evaluate learning path” shown in the second phase of the framework. The process has several sub-processes as stated in Fig. 3(a) to Fig. 3(d). Table II summarizes these sub-processes and the “act” that we propose to use.

Where \(\text{weight}_i\) is the weight of the outcome \(i\), \(\text{Acc}^i\) is the accuracy of a completed outcome \(i\). The weight of an outcome is calculated based on the outcome importance or time needed to accomplish the outcome. A teacher should score each outcome value to quantify pedagogy. However, the terms in equation (1) depends on quantifying the prescriptions and actions in Table III which is outside the scope of this paper.
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**TABLE II. LEARNING PATH EVALUATION (THE “CHECK-ACT” OF THE PDCA)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Figure</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3(a)</td>
<td>Was the course expected outcomes covered in the learning path?</td>
<td>If the average learners’ score for the learning path is less than 50%, then prompt an immediate update to course outcomes or contents. Start a process to address gained learning knowledge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3(b)</td>
<td>Check learning path sequence of activities (curriculum)?</td>
<td>If average learners score of a subset of learning path is below 50%, then consider better sequencing or improving course content.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3(c)</td>
<td>Check the alignment between course contents and allotted time?</td>
<td>If the average number of learners fails to complete the course item in allotted time, then consider either extending time or splitting Course item.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3(d)</td>
<td>Does the learning path do better than other competitors?</td>
<td>If the number of enrollments in the current learning path of an LMS is less than a competitor LMS, then consider a revision of sequence, content, price, Enrollment process and course features.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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IV. Evaluation

Although many works have been adopted to evaluate a learning path, most works target learning path design. To our knowledge, no complete learning path framework quantify learning path from learner and teacher perspectives. The proposed framework is an overarching approach intended to measure the learning path effectiveness from the learner and the organization (teacher) point view.

We carry out a comparison against the following list of learning path evaluation features that are either extracted from the literature review or suggested by this paper. The suggested criteria are as follows:

1) Agility: The ability to be flexible and able to deal with unseen changes in technology, environment, and pedagogy.
2) Overall performance: The ability to measure the overall performance of a specific learning path.
3) Identify course content gaps: The framework should be able to detect if learning material should be changed.
4) Learner profile: An overall framework should be able to take into consideration the learner profile including the cognitive and learning styles.

Table III shows the comparison of our approach and a list of selected works from the literature. The □ indicates that the criterion is fully available while □ means a non-applicable criterion.

From the table, we deduce that the proposed model and selected works are agile, since they are not linked to specific learning management platform. All the studied evaluation methods do not provide the ability to evaluate the learning path from the organization and learner perspectives. The works [1] and [3] did not provide feedback on learning course items or feedback back to expected learning outcomes. The lowest performance was in LMS reports that only use log files of learner actions. The proposed approach reported the highest performance due to its abstractness and richness of extra knowledge extracted from learning styles, preferences, and cognitive activities.

The proposed framework was evaluated experimentally by expert judgment. Teachers liked the idea, but they were looking for a real-life system while learners were happy with the feature of learning style detection. Moreover, one organization that adopts an LMS likes the idea of linking organization assets with the LMS learning path.

V. Discussion

This study extends previous work on learning path evaluation by providing a theoretical framework that specifies the unidirectional feedback between learners and teachers. It also offers several important implications for research and practice, and thus should help in the design, evaluation and widespread adoption in LMSs.

Despite the significant contribution of the research findings, this study involved limitations that should be considered when interpreting the results. First, the features of influencing learning styles evaluations are primarily identified based on a limited number of literature reviews from 2010-2018. This limitation may restrain the generalizability of the findings, and hence, future researchers should interpret the current findings with caution. Second, the proposed approach has not been implemented in an LMS. Therefore, results probably only reflect the general concept of a learning path evaluation. Future work should consider the application of machine learning approaches to analyze and categorize collected data, before proceeding to implementation.

VI. Conclusions

This paper proposes a learning path framework that can measure the effectiveness of a learning path. The proposed model evaluates the learning path from the viewpoint of learners, teachers, and organization. The model is based on learner style, profile, and cognitive activities. The evaluation was carried out by comparison of the proposed model with a list of related works. Results show that the framework is deemed useful in the context of state of the art LMSs. In the future, we plan to implement the framework in an open source LMS such as Moodle.

TABLE III. COMPARISON OF OUR APPROACH AND RELATED APPROACHES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Our approach</th>
<th>Checklist</th>
<th>LMS reports</th>
<th>[1]</th>
<th>[2]</th>
<th>[3]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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